**All about**

**Aqueous Pigment Dispersant**

**Xicare™ Dispersants** enable water-based emulsions for daily wear SPF and color cosmetic formulations. The **Xicare Copolymer** disperses untreated metal oxides in the water phase which eliminates the need for synthetic, oily, or heavy dispersants. Thereby supporting personal care market trends, such as efficient manufacturing and silicone-free ingredients.

**Xicare Dispersants** allow for even coverage and less white cast in sun care, while providing an improved and lightweight feel for all day wear.
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Disclaimer: This document supersedes all previous editions. The information contained herein is believed to be accurate on the date of issue, however, Xic&c Copolymer and its affiliates are not responsible for any claims regarding product performance. In no event shall Xic&c be liable for any losses or damages (including, without limitation, indirect or consequential damages) whether in contract, tort or otherwise, arising from any use of this information, or of any links contained in this document. Please contact Xic&c to find out how we can best serve your needs.

* Indicates a trademark registered in the United States and/or elsewhere.
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